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There are anatomical limits to implant treatment in
the maxilla due to the presence of the maxillary sinus.
It is generally accepted that implant treatments in the
maxilla have a lower success rate than those in the
mandible. In finite-element analysis of maxillary dental
implants, however, no studies using the finite element
model of the whole skull have been reported. In the
present study, we constructed a finite element model of
the whole skull based on Computed Tomography (CT)
data and evaluated the stress distribution in bone using
three-dimensional finite-element analysis (3D-FEA).
CT data for edentulous parts of the skull with 700−
900 H.U. were converted into a finite element model
that reflected the actual bone form and bone density.
Effect of each region of the model and restricting con-
ditions on the distribution of stress were investigated.
3D-FEA demonstrated that the stress induced in im-
plant marginal bone for the partial skull model without
the sincipita was approximately 12.3% lower than that
for the whole skull model. The average values of stress
induced in implant marginal bone for the whole skull
model were almost the same independent of the restrict-
ing conditions, while the distribution of stress in the
whole skull was different depending on the restricting
conditions. For the partial skull model, the average val-
ues of stress induced in implant marginal bone were
significantly influenced by the restricting condition em-
ployed.
These results suggested that a whole skull model
with a restricting condition similar to the actual chew-
ing state should be employed for stress distribution
analysis of the maxilla around dental implants using the
three-dimensional finite-element method.
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